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Inspiring leaders worldwide!

Description
In brief, Kai is a:
speaker, trainer and facilitator with over 15 years international business experience;
who has:
spoken in more than 20 countries, on three continents;
and is the successful:
author of The Leaders Workbook (2010), an Amazon Bestselling Book, and of The Cloud Security Rules
(2011);
founder and owner of The Roer Group, a European management consulting group.
Kai focus on strategic leadership, where information security is increasingly important for organizations. He is
the opposite of boring, using wit and deep insights to share is passion to create better environments for
learning, leadership and innovation.
Arranging the Roer Conference on Sustainable Leadership, Kai is on the forefront of innovation for a
sustainable world, a knowledge and passion he gladly shares with anyone interested.
Kai combines a deep interest in leadership, with almost three decades of IT-technology experience, and with
entrepreneurship. These topics gives him a broad understanding of the current day technological challenges, as
well as the strategic leadership challenges that comes along.
Said about Kai:
"Kai changed my life. A true leader!"
"A great trainer."
"A true inspiration, a great leader!"
(See more on LinkedIn, Facebook etc., where people have endorsed me publicly).

Availability
Keynote, Moderator, Panelist, Workshop, Host/MC, Author Appearance

Industry Expertise
Corporate Leadership, International Trade and Development, Computer/Network Security

Topics
Leadership, Information Security, Communication, Internationalization, Entrepreneurship

Affiliations
ASTD, Junior Chamber International (JCI)

Sample Talks
The Cloud Security Rules
Ever wondered how to be successful when using cloud technology? Don't forget to look at the security side of
the investment!
Cloud computing offer some great new possibilities that can be very seductive - namely cost-reduction, reduced
electricity use, increased access, quick ROI and so forth. As with all new technology, there are also new
security risks that must be considered.
This talk is a primer for executive level decision makers, where I share the best practices and the most
important pitfalls to avoid when choosing to invest in (or move to) the cloud.
Keynote 30 minutes, Keynote 60 minutes, or half/full day workshop.

Past Talks
Title
The JCI World Congress 2011
Title
The JCI World Congress 2010
Title
JCI World Congress 2009
Title
E&Y Offsite
Title
JCI European Conference 2011
Title
Public Speaking Training
Title
BI, Drammen NÃ¦ringslivsdagen
Title
The Leaders Workshop
Title
Public Speaking training

Education
Universitetet i Oslo
Ex. Phil. Philosophy
BI Norwegian School of Management
Org. Psychology International marketing & Management

Accomplishments
International Training Fellow # 132 (ITF)
The highest ranking certification level of trainers in the Junior Chamber International, a NGO with 200 000
members worldwide. Only a handful of those members are accepted at this level.

Testimonials
Wim Remes
Working with Kai for our yearly team-building event was everything we expected it to be.
Not only is Kai an engaging person, his approach is designed to make the most out of the
experience. He went to great lengths to personalize the event and made sure that every
attendee got the most out of his sessions. Engaging a very diverse and demanding
audience seems to come natural to Kai. I would recommend working with Kai to anybody
who is looking for a professional, engaging, and client-oriented event.
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